The Course Numbering Code for Nagoya University Graduate School Courses

This course numbering system is designed to allow quick and easy searching and understanding of the courses and their positions within the curriculum, in order to facilitate the internationalization of the university.
All courses offered at Nagoya University have a full 10 digit code as follows.

```
LAS - □□ - □ □□□ - □
```

※1: The first three digits of the code represent the Institute of Liberal Arts and Sciences to which the course belongs.

※2: The next two digits are internally designated within each individual department.
   RS: Courses that aim to enhance the ability to think, write and speak logically and convincingly in foreign languages.
   AC: Courses that aim to support students build careers as professional researchers meeting the highest standard of research ethics.
   CD: Courses that aim to foster attitudes of taking initiative in collaborating with others to discover and solve problems.
   MS: Courses that aim to understand world’s various cultures and values with acquiring plural foreign languages.

※3: The next digit indicates the levels of the courses.
   5: Master’s Program Courses (Basic)
   6: Master’s Program Courses (Advanced)
   7: Doctoral Program Courses

※4: The next three digits indicate the course identifier.

※5: The last digit indicates the language(s) used in the course.
   J: Japanese
   E: English
   B: Bilingual (English and Japanese)
   O: Other languages